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Abstract: We report potential utility of Raman spectroscopy in obesity screening with bands 

associated with fructose (638, 812 and 1217 cm-1) and branched chain amino acids (478, 1033 and 

1318 cm-1) as biomarkers. 
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1. Introduction

Obesity is a medical condition associated with excess body weight or body fat. An obese person has increased

risks of developing serious health problems such as arthritis, type II diabetes, hypertension, coronary heart

disease and some types of cancer among others[1–3]. By the year 2016, it was estimated that about 650

million people worldwide were obese [4]. This condition results from overconsumption of energy dense foods

followed by minimal physical activity. Obesity is usually determined by a value known as body mass index

(BMI) which is a ratio of weight (in kilograms) to the square of height (meters squared). A human with a BMI

value equal or greater than 30 is categorized as obese[4]. In rodent models, there is no universally agreed

method of determining obesity but often rats with fasting blood glucose (FBG) levels above 7 mmol/L [5] and

those with increased subcutaneous and visceral adipose tissues [2] are regarded as obese. The BMI method of

obesity detection and determination is unsuitable for first stages of the condition. It cannot also detect early

stages of white adipose tissue inflammation (WATi) which is associated with obesity[6]. In this work, we

report on use of Raman spectroscopy in detecting obesity in Sprague Dawley (SD) rats. We show that selected

diagnostically significant Raman spectral bands ascribed to fructose and branched chain amino acids (BCAA)

could function as obesity biomarkers.

2. Materials and Method

The Raman spectroscopy of blood from SD rats was done at the physics department, University of Nairobi,

Kenya. The blood was supplied from the medical physiology department, Nairobi University. A small volume

of blood (~5 µL) was pipetted onto a conductive silver smeared glass slide and let dry for 1 hour in air. Raman

spectra was then measured at random spots on the sample upon a 785 nm laser excitation using confocal

Raman system (STR, Seki Technotron Corp) equipped with a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments). The

experimental parameters for this study were as follows: grating, 600 groves/mm; Centre wavelength, 850.97

nm (980 cm-1); excitation power at sample position, ~9 mW; spot size at sample position, ~65 µm; exposure

time, 10 sec; spectral accumulation, 5 sec; X10 microscope objective (Olympus MPlanFN, 0.3NA). The study

involved ten rats each weighing initially 95 g and with FBL averaging 4.38 +/- 0.33 mmol/L. The obese group

consisting of 5 members exhibited increased weight (325 g) and elevated FBG levels (>6 mmol/L) while those

of non-obese were fairly unchanged after 56 days of feeding as follows: obese (fed on high fat 15%, high

fructose 20% diet ad libitum); non-obese (fed on a normal diet: standard chow pellets with carbohydrate 70%,

protein 20%, fat 10% nutritive value). The animals were housed in metallic cages of dimensions 109 cm by 69

cm by 77.5 cm. Blood (~50 µL) was drawn from their tails (lateral vein sampling) after local anaesthesia by

topical application of Lidocaine.

3. Results and Discussion

The Raman spectra obtained from blood of obese and non-obese SD rats are displayed in Figure 1 (a). The

diagnostically significant bands are those associated with the branched chain amino acids (centred at 478, 1033

and 1318 cm-1) and fructose (638, 812 and 1217 cm-1) as they exhibited higher variance (see lower panel).

Raman spectra from blood of obese rats showed intense bands at 638, 812 cm-1 ascribed to fructose and at 1033

cm-1 ascribed to BCAA. The intensities of these bands mostly have proportional relationships with the

concentration levels of the respective molecules in blood and hence could be used as obesity Raman

biomarkers. Specifically, elevated levels of fructose[7] and BCAA[8–10] in blood are associated with
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achieved through use of high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) device[11] which involves use of 

labels besides being time consuming. The bands at around 478, 1318 cm-1 (BCAA) and 1217 cm-1 (fructose) 

displayed a decreased intensity in obese individuals. It is known that depending on the nature of bonds, 

vibrations may display decreased activity with concentration of the respective Raman active molecules. The 

tentative vibrational assignments of these bands are: 812 cm-1 (C-C stretching vibration[12]), 1033 cm-1(C-N 

stretching vibration in leucine, NH3 rocking torsional vibrations in isoleucine[13]). The power of Raman 

spectroscopy to differentiate between blood from obese and non-obese SD rats is displayed in the PCA score 

plot of Figure 1 (b). The Raman spectral data from the two groups could be clearly segregated shown. 

Figure 1: Figure displaying (a) the Raman spectra from blood of SD rats that were obese and non-obese (upper panel). The variance of the 

differnt bands in the spectra is also displayed and the significant peaks/bands are labeled. (b) the PCA score plot of the combined Raman data set. 
PCA can clearly seggregate between the two Raman spectral data sets. 
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